
SITE ANALYSIS

CONCEPT

Healthy and Green

How to live in NY? How to live in SoHo?

with sport activities, streetside green, small green, cast iron buildings

driving directon of the streets 

three lanes in both directions  

one way street  

Traffic on Howard St, Lafayette St, and Crosby St will be phased in to limit traffic to cabs and public 
transportation only, reducing the number of cars coming and going. Increase the greenery along the streets 
to make it a space for bicycles and people to stay. By increasing the number of houses along the road, we will 
create a comfortable living environment that is integrated with the greenery.

Art, Theater, gallaryoffice

house

store

The site is served by three 
subway lines running vertically
through the center and left and 
right, with two stations on 
the south side.
There is a lot of car traffic on 
Canal St, Howard St, 
and Center St. 
On the other hand, Broadway Str
and Grand St have less traffic.
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IMAGE

Residents can stay on this path or do some light exercise. It is 
a lively space where you can hear the sounds of people's activities
and conversations.

Looking around, I see historical buildings. It is a peaceful space 
surrounded by greenery.

The streets are less crowded with cars and more with bicycles, 
pedestrians, and greenery. 
This is a space where you can feel the movement of people.

This is the green space on the south side of the site, on 
the Canal Street side. People gather in this bright space.

The sports facility on the rooftop mixes private and public 
spaces. In NYC, where sports are very popular, young people 
gather here.

A small park created by demolishing low-rise houses is 
a common way to create a park in NYC. 
It is a quiet space surrounded by high-rise houses.


